Abstract. We explain why for the verified software challenge proposed in Hoare (J ACM 50(1): [63][64][65][66][67][68][69] 2003), Hoare and Misra (Verified software: theories, tools, experiments. Vision of a Grand Challenge project. In: [Meyer05]) to gain practical impact, one needs to include rigorous definitions and analysis, prior to code development and comprising both experimental validation and mathematical verification, of ground models, i.e., blueprints that describe the required application-content of programs. This implies the need to link via successive refinements the relevant properties of such high-level models in a traceable and checkable way to code a compiler can verify. We outline the Abstract State Machines (ASM) method, a discipline for reliable system development which allows one to bridge the gap between informal requirements and executable code by combining application-centric experimentally validatable system modelling with mathematically verifiable stepwise detailing of abstract models to compile-time-verifiable code.
Introduction
By its original definition in [Hoa03] , the then called "verifying compiler grand challenge" is focussed on the correctness of programs: software representations of computer-based systems, to-be-compiled by the verifying compiler. As a consequence, "the criterion of correctness is specified by types, assertions and other redundant annotations associated with the code of the program", where "the compiler will work in combination with other program development and testing tools, to achieve any desired degree of confidence in the structural soundness of the system and the total correctness of its more critical components." The extension in [HM] to what is now called "verified software grand challenge" has broadened the focus from "a program verifier that would use logical proof to give an automatic check of the correctness of programs submitted to it" (op.cit. p. 1) to a vision that forsees the interactive use of "a range of program construction and analysis tools" (ibidem) and mentions the role of "reliable capture of requirements, and their faithful encoding as specifications" (p. 3) and of "other formal and informal documentation"(p. 4) besides "assertions internal to the program". Nevertheless it still shares the bias towards annotated program texts, as the objects to-be-verified, and towards solving "many of the problems of programming error that afflict builders and users of software today" (p. 1).
Correspondence and offprint requests to: E. Börger, E-mail: boerger@di.unipi.it 226 E. Börger However, as has been pointed out already in [Nau85] , programming as the "activity of design and implementation of programmed solutions" for real-world problems is more than the production of annotated program texts. The correctness of a programmed solution expresses a certain relation between the program and "the affairs of the world that it helps to handle" (op.cit. p. 256), which means much more than just having a program text that is "free of all errors of certain clearly specified kinds" [HM, p. 3] . The programming and verification process, including the inevitable process of program modification during maintenance in response to changing requirements or environmental conditions, need to refer to models ("theories") of the relevant part of the real world and to their properties against which code may be verified. In fact, compilable code for complex systems is the result of two program development activities, which before the final code yield abstract models that have to be checked too as correct:
• constructing ground models that capture and fully document the requirements. By ground models we mean accurate "blueprints" of the piece of "real world" one has to implement, in the semiconductor industry also called "golden models" [Sem05, p. 26] . 1 They define, as system reference documentation that binds all parties involved for the entire development and maintenance process, the application-centric meaning of the tobe-constructed programs, including their interaction with and their dependence on the system and software environment, in an abstract and precise form, not only prior to coding, but also formulated in terms of the application domain and at a level of detailing that is determined by the application problem and thus higher than that of compilable code • linking ground models to compilable code by a series of refinements, which introduce step by step the details resulting from the design decisions for the implementation.
We argue in this paper, which is a reelaboration of the position paper [Bör] , that a practically relevant verified software project has to be grounded-in-reality by relating the verification of the correctness of compilable programs to the
• experimental validation of the application-domain-based semantical correctness for ground models (Sect. 2) and to the • mathematical verification of their refinements to compilable code (Sect. 3).
We also show (Sect. 4) that the Abstract State Machine (ASM) method, coming with an appropriate notion of ground models [Bör03a] and a general notion of ASM refinements [Bör03b] that scales to systems of industrial size, can establish such a methodical link between problems and their solutions encoded at the end of the development chain into compilable code. This leads us to propose some research tasks for the verified software endeavour (Sect. 5).
ASM Ground models (system blueprints): a semantical foundation for program verification
A main point where the verified software challenge as formulated in [Hoa03, HM] must be extended to become of practical interest concerns the apparently implicit assumption that compilable programs constitute the true definition of the system they represent. The assumption expresses a widespread belief. However, reading a definition given by code at best can inform about what the code does, but rarely this conveys also a clear idea about what the code should do, so that in general code alone cannot "ground the design in reality". This holds epistemologically speaking-compilable programs typically provide no correspondence of the kind requested by a basic principle of Carnap's analysis of scientific theories [Car56] between the extra-logical theoretical terms appearing in the code and their empirical interpretation-but also from a practical viewpoint since a documentation merely by thousands of lines of code or module calls cannot be grasped and controlled reliably a human mind. The negative (also economical) effect of such a lack of an appropriate system documentation is tangible in numerous famous system breakdowns, which keep the ominous "software crisis" alive already for four decades, and in the typical ad-hoc character of the fixes that too often are made without a deep understanding of the system and the real causes for the failure and therefore cannot guarantee that the next breakdown will not occur soon. See also the concern expressed in [Bal] that a verifying software project should not be focussed "on the analysis of artifacts (programs) rather than on their design and construction" since 227 we cannot expect verification tools to inject high reliability into a program that was not designed with reliability in mind from the beginning. We must think about reliability at every point in the software production process. If the starting point for verification is that we are given a program and must attempt to verify it, we are in a losing position because we have so little leverage to affect the design of that program.
Defining what the software for a computer-based system is supposed to do takes place during the requirements engineering phase 2 in which a correct understanding-by-humans of the system-to-be-built has to be achieved, including an understanding of its interaction with the environment where it is intended to operate, and to be documented in a binding manner for the entire lifetime of the system (from development through evaluation to maintenance 3 ) and for all its stakeholders. In [Nau85] the knowledge that is acquired here is interpreted as a theory, in the sense of Ryle [Ryl63] and Popper [PE77] , in our specific case "a theory of how certain affairs of the world will be handled by, or supported by, a computer program" (ibidem p. 255). Brooks [Bro87] speaks about "the conceptual construct" or the "essence" of the software system, whose definition precedes the development of code that is only its machine-managed representation.
We explain in the next two sections why and how what we call "ground models" can represent this "conceptual construct" of software systems as a reference for its implementation by compilable code ("grounding the design in reality") and the code verification, which makes it mandatory to also check that the transformation of ground models into code (read: by stepwise detailing, called refinement) preserves the application-centric ground model correctness, as will be discussed in Sect. 3. We anticipate that this correctness preservation through refinements helps to also solve a problem that is hardly tackled where code is taken as system definition, namely to faithfully reflect changing requirements and to document their provably correct implementation in a transparent way.
Three basic semantical ground model attributes and how to establish them during requirements capture
In this subsection we characterize the three basic semantical properties every ground model has to possess and describe the three problems every satisfactory framework for ground models has to solve to be appropriate for establishing those properties for a model proposed as ground model for a system.
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The notoriously difficult and error-prone elicitation of requirements is largely a knowledge-acquisition and partly a formalization endeavor, to achieve an accurate understanding of the to-be-programmed task and of its formulation. It has to realize the transition from usually natural-language and loose (so-called "informal") problem descriptions to a sufficiently exact (unambiguous in the given context), minimal and concise formulation in a binding document of "precisely what to build" [Bro87] . It is the role of ground models to represent this application-problem-determined system content, which constitutes what is also called the software contract. To establish that a model is indeed a faithful model of the to-be-constructed system, one must find appropriate ways to explain that the model captures the intended requirements in a way that satisfies the following three basic semantical model properties (CoCoCo-properties):
• Consistency. This refers to internal consistency and to consistency of different system views (model aspects).
It must guarantee that possibly conflicting objectives in the original requirements have been resolved. • Correctness. This attribute expresses that each model element reflects the original intentions and that it is correctly conveyed to the system designer. Paraphrasing Naur [Nau85, p. 256 ], a ground model must enable "to explain, for each part of the model text and for each of its overall structural characteristics, what aspect or activity of the world is matched by it". Thus, correctness is not achieved by simply translating informal requirements from a natural language into an accurate mathematical language, but in addition a contentbased justification of the semantical appropriateness of this translation is needed (see below the discussion of the verification-method problem).
• Completeness. Completeness here means that every semantically relevant feature is present, including the necessary underlying application-domain knowledge, that all contract benefits and obligations are mentioned and that there are no hidden clauses. Paraphrasing Naur [Nau85, p. 256], "for any relevant aspect or activity of the world" the ground model must enable "to state its manner of mapping in the model text". In particular, a ground model must contain as interface all semantically relevant parameters concerning the interaction with the environment, and where appropriate also the basic architectural system structure. The completeness 228 E. Börger property "forces" the requirements engineer to produce a model which is "closed". Due to the minimality condition for ground models explained in Sect. 2.2, this closure is modulo some "holes", which are however explicitly delineated, including a statement of the assumptions made for them at the abstract level. 5 How such assumptions will be realized depends on the particular case: for external devices it is the role of the devices to guarantee the assumptions, for internal software components the assumptions have to be guaranteed through the detailed specification via subsequent refinements. Model "closure" implies that no gap in the understanding of "what to build" is left, that there is no missing requirement-avoiding a typical type of software errors that are hard to detect at the level of compilable code [R.L03, Fact 25]-and that every relevant portion of implicit domain knowledge has been made explicit-thus protecting the programmers against error-prone situations where they are forced to take decisions that fall into the responsibility of domain experts only.
Every solution of the system development task in question has to share these three basic semantical attributes. For ground models one has to be able to establish them directly, without the possibility to derive them from properties of another model to which the ground model could be related. To establish the CoCoCo-properties for given models directly requires a framework to solve the following three fundamental methodological problems concerning communication, verification and validation, for short called CVV-problems.
Communication
First of all ground models must be apt to mediate between the application domain, where the task originates which is to be accomplished by the system to be built, and the world of models (which ultimately includes code), where the relevant piece of reality has to be represented. This is largely a language and communication problem between the software designers and the domain experts or customers-in a multi-disciplinary project they will come from completely different disciplines and many of them will not have learnt to write or even to read code-the parties who prior to coding have to come to a common understanding of "what to build", to be explicitly documented in a contract containing a model which can be inspected by the involved parties and binds them-once acceptedfor the rest of the system development and maintenance process. 6 The language in which the ground model is formulated must be appropriate to naturally yet accurately express the relevant features of the given application domain, resulting from what is called domain analysis, and to be understood by the two parties. This includes the capability to calibrate the degree of precision of the language to the given problem, so as to support the concentration on domain issues instead of issues of notation. It also means that the modelling language should come with a general (conceptual and application-oriented) data model together with a general function model (for a process-oriented definition of the system dynamics) and a general interface concept to represent system environments (consisting of the system users and of neighboring systems or applications) and state-based system behaviour, including non-determinism and concurrency.
The communication problem is not restricted to the requirements engineering phase and the parties involved there. It also appears where different groups, possibly working at different places, or multiple members of a large group, have to cooperate on the construction of one software system, like engineers, system architects, designers, programmers, testers, maintenance experts, etc. It is crucial for a realistic verified-programs-project to work with an open yet coherent and accurate linguistic framework that is simple and general enough to solve this communication problem, following the example of the language of mathematics and exact sciences where formal expressions (equations, formulae or formal statements), tables, curves, figures, etc., together with natural language text can form a consistent and in the given context sufficiently rigorous unit. A restriction to the language of high-level programming languages does not solve the communication problem, as is well explained in [Abr] , nor does the restriction to a specific logic or formal (algebraic or similar) specification language.
Verification
The second problem a ground model framework must be well-suited to solve is a verification-method problem. It is of epistemological nature and stems from the fact that there are no mathematical means to prove the correctness of the transition from an informal to a precise description. Every chain of models, which formalizes given requirements and comes for each model with a mathematical correctness proof with respect to its predecessor, must end with one primary model, 7 which can be related to the requirements only in a direct way, trying to reach by inspection some kind of evidence of the desired correspondence between the model and the aspects and activities of the real world the model is supposed to capture. This relates to Aristotle's observation in the Analytica Posteriora that to provide a foundation for a scientific theory no infinite regress is possible and that the first one of every chain of theories has to be justified by "evident" axioms. Such an "evidence" of correctness is what ground model inspection has to provide.
8 Nothing better can be done, due to the fact that the individual knowledge acquired by the human during the ground model construction necessarily transcends what is recorded in the documented product and cannot be encoded in rules, as is well explained in [Nau85, Sect. 4 and 5].
Two kinds of means are needed to establish the CoCoCo-properties for a ground model. To check the completeness property it must be possible to proceed via inspection (review) of ground models by the application-domain expert, 9 where inspection is to be taken in its traditional understanding, which is an "informal" activity but does not exclude concrete pragmatic rules about the content (specific goals) and the procedure (management) of the inspection process. But also appropriate forms of domain-specific reasoning, not limited to formal deductions in a priori determined logic systems, have to be available together with formal reasoning methods to support the designer in checking the internal consistency of the model, as well as the consistency of different system views. In particular view consistency often is the result of an involved and complex process of resolving conflicting objectives in the original requirements.
We believe that these two complementary forms of ground model verification are crucial for a realistic requirements-capture method, though in practice reasoning-based checking of ground model properties often is of less importance than concept-focussed model inspection (see [Win90, Hal90] ). Having both forms of ground model verification provides a framework to extend the verified software project to "fail-proof systems" [HJ] , i.e., reliable systems that may not come with zero-defect code and may be built from unreliable parts.
Validation
The third problem ground models must help to solve is a validation problem. It must be possible to perform repeatable experiments where the model behaviour can be observed under given conditions and validated (see [Hei] ), in particular to run relevant scenarios (use cases), providing a framework for
• systematic attempts to "falsify" the model in the Popperian sense [Pop35] against (in Naur's terms the "theory" of) the to-be-encoded piece of reality, • runtime verification and analysis.
This empirical criterion also takes into account that computer-based systems are not purely intellectual artefacts but inserted in a real-world environment, which offers itself more to testing methods than to mathematical verification techniques. Furthermore, use cases often are part of the requirements and thus directly reflectable through simulations. In case an entire system is conceived as defined by executable specifications of use cases (see for example [HM01b] ), this is captured by the corresponding ground model run segments (simulations). It is an important technical side-effect that simulations also allow one to define-prior to coding-a precise systemacceptance test plan and thus to use a ground model in two roles: (1) as an accurate requirements specification (to be matched by the application-domain expert against the given requirements) and (2) 
Three basic methodological ground model attributes
By the epistemological role of ground models to relate some piece of "reality" to a linguistic description, what constitutes a ground model has no purely mathematical definition, though a scientific characterization of the notion can be given in terms of epistemological concepts which have been elaborated for empirical sciences by analytic philosophers, see for example [PE77, Ryl63, HM01a, HMC01] . Similarly, there can be (a) no algorithmic criteria to decide whether a model is a correct ground model, and (b) no algorithmic system of rules one could follow to construct appropriate ground models, although it is possible to formulate and learn problem-specific ground model patterns and structuring principles. 11 The problem is that the construction of ground models is an activity of "matching some significant part and aspect of an activity in the real world to the formal symbol manipulation that can be done by a program running on a computer" [Nau85, p. 253], based on knowledge that "transcends that which is recorded in the documented products" (read: ground model), as is well explained in op.cit. p. 256.
What one can do is to formulate methodological properties models must possess to serve as ground models for computer-based systems. Such properties, together with the semantical CoCoCo-properties and the necessary adequacy to solve the CVV-problems discussed in the previous section, provide a useful guideline for the choice of an appropriate ground model language. In the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, where the word "golden model" is used instead of "ground model", these models are characterized simply as "models of the system's intended behaviour" [Sem05] . This characteristic follows from the CoCoCo-attributes. We add to it the following three more explicit methodological properties we view as distinctive for models to become adequate as ground models.
12 Ground models should be:
• precise at the appropriate level of detailing, to satisfy the required accuracy exactly, without adding unnecessary definitions that would limit the flexibility of multiple correct model instantiations. What is a "satisfactory degree of exactness" and an "appropriate level of detailing" depends on the modelling task and the related verification goal, has no general characterization and can be resolved only case by case and on pragmatic grounds. The required precision has to provide however the basis for validating and verifying the semantical CoCoCo-properties and thus requires that the modelling framework itself is equipped with a simple yet precise semantical foundation, a prerequisite for rigorous analysis and reliable tool support.
• minimal (abstract). Minimality means that the model abstracts from details that are relevant either only for the further design or only for a portion of the application domain which does not influence the system to be built. Minimality guarantees that the model does not depend on any peculiarity of a possible concrete implementation so that the solution space of the problem to be solved is not unnecessarily restricted.
• simple (concise) to be understandable and acceptable as contract by the two parties involved, domain experts and system designers. This property should make ground models manageable for inspection and analysis, help designers to resolve the "lack of scientific understanding on the part of their customers (and themselves)" [Hoa03, p. 66] and enable experts to "clearly explain why . . . systems indeed work correctly" [Abr] , an ability that characterizes the knowledge embodied in the "theory" the professional designer possesses about the given real-world problem and its solution [Nau85, p. 255-256].
Obviously there can be a multiplicity of different ground models for one system, since there are usually many ways to abstract from only implementation-relevant details. Also changing requirements can yield different ground models, see the explanations below. This reflects the intrinsic creativity of defining ground models, an activity which can never be completely mechanized, although one can learn many rules of thumb. In the case of a reengineering project it can also happen that the code is the ground model, from which a high-level model is to be abstracted-maybe to be shown to be at least in part correctly refined by the existing code-before refining the abstract model to the new code.
Language conditions for defining ground models
Unfortunately it is still strongly debated what kind of language is suited to express ground models and which methods are appropriate for their analysis. To satisfy the above described ground model properties and to serve as basis for a practical program verification project, neither can the ground model language be confined to the syntax of some particular logic or specification language nor can the means of analysis be restricted to a priori fixed rule-based (a fortiori if mechanized) reasoning schemes, contrary to what some formulations in [Hoa03, HM] seem to suggest and also contrary to the view hold in [Moo] that "the "verification problem" is the theorem proving problem, restricted to a computational logic". It would not solve the communication problem since the thorough training in mathematical logic it requires goes beyond the expertise that can reasonably be expected from every software practitioner or domain expert. In addition, the purely declarative, non-executable character which is intrinsic for logical, purely axiomatic system descriptions does not solve the validation problem. In fact, most of the successful formal method tools, e.g. model checkers or theorem provers, are used for the verification of internal properties of accurate models or of refinements which relate accurate models, much more than to formulate ground models and to relate them to the encoded piece of reality; see for example the successful practical applications of the B-method [Abr96, Mat99] . To understand what is needed, the pragmatic approach of applied mathematical sciences can help, where each time the degree of rigour (read: of formalization or of detailing) used for definitions and proofs is chosen to suit the problem under study. One has to select a framework that supports intuitive, content-oriented, precise modelling and reasoning, the way domain experts use it for high-level process-oriented system requirement descriptions and software practitioners for their work with pseudo-code. The need to be able to tailor ground models to resemble the structure and to reflect the degree of detail of the targeted real-world problem implies for the used language to offer natural expressions of broad-spectrum data and process-control features: the ability to directly speak about arbitrary objects, their properties, their relations with other objects, the operations one can perform on them under specific conditions.
The well-known mathematical concept of structure, made explicit by Tarski, reflects this general concept of not necessarily implementable data types, whereas the computational aspect of changing data values is naturally expressed using dynamic-change expressions (rules) of the form if Event then Actions used in describing behavioural processes as well as processes of thought. Rules of this form are omnipresent in scientific descriptions and occur in particular in UML state or activity diagrams, which are built from branching (condition checking) nodes and action nodes. Obviously multiple interpretations of how such rules are applied are in use, but the important thing is that for each use there is a clear definition of the underlying semantical meaning.
For the sake of generality, Events have to be allowed to express any static or dynamic, process-internal or environmental properties or relations among the relevant objects. Whether the used expressions belong to a particular logic is of concern only when one embarks on mechanically simulating runs of abstract models or on formalizing proofs (for mechanical verifications or proof-theoretic studies). Actions must be usable to describe any dynamic (typically local) state change using any of the underlying internal or external operations. Not to miss the needed generality and simplicity, it is important not to divorce the declarative expression of events (rule guards) from the operational character of state-changing actions. 
Using ASMs for defining ground models
The language of Abstract State Machines (ASMs), which naturally extend Finite State Machines (FSMs) to work over arbitrary structures [Bör05] , 14 uses for the definition of the dynamic behavior sets of rules as above, which at 232 E. Börger each step are executed simultaneously to change the current state into the next state, modulo assumed values for the monitored environment functions. A complete ASM model consists of its rules together with a definition of its signature (the collection of data types, which defines the notion of machine states) and a list of all assumptions made on the environment (the monitored locations), the underlying timing constraints, the data types, the class of exceptions, but also the computing resources, the users, etc.
• Events are instantiated in ASM rules as arbitrary conditions (of whatever underlying signature for internal or external environmental locations). This generalizes the firing conditions ctl state i ∧ in a of FSM transitions, which require the FSM to be in a particular internal (control) state i upon reading from a particular input location a symbol or word a assumed as provided by the environment.
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• Actions are instantiated in ASM rules as sets of Updates of arbitrary memory locations f , which are allowed to be parameterized by parameters a 1 , . . . , a n of whatever type. Also the new values are allowed to be of whatever type. This generalizes the effect of FSM instructions, which update exactly two locations yielding an output value (typically a symbol or word over a given alphabet) and a change of the internal state ctl state.
In ASMs, memory locations and their values are described not by the three FSM locations in, out, ctl state denoting numbers and symbols, but by arbitrary expressions of arbitrary types, built from arbitrary static and dynamic internal or external operations that are present in the underlying structure, so that the updates take the form and the mathematical meaning of array variable assignments f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) : t. This definition supports the intuitive understanding of ASMs as virtual machines executing pseudo-code operating on abstract data structures. For a detailed definition of this semantics of ASMs, including a formalization using inference rules, see the AsmBook [BS03, Sect. 2.4]. Consequently ASMs turn the intuitive concept of executing activities, consisting of whatever actions triggered under whatever conditions by whatever events, into a precise mathematical notion of the desired generality and thus constitute a conceptually simple, rigorous framework for building ground models satisfying the nine properties listed above.
• Using ASMs for ground models solves the language and communication problem due to the simplicity and generality of the language of ASMs, which uses only the fundamental if then construct of human thought with a computational interpretation over arbitrary structures that can be easily grasped by everybody who learnt the general language of science, whether domain expert, system designer or programmer. This combination of generality and simplicity makes it to easy to define within the language specific notations where these present an advantage, e.g. notations that directly reflect application-domain-characteristic concepts or operations. For examples of ASM-formulations of specific constructs which characterize some widely used system description languages see [BS03, Sect. 7.1].
• Using ASMs for ground models solves the verification problem since one can apply to an ASM both standard (pseudo-) code inspection-for checking the model correctness and completeness with respect to the problem to be solved-and reasoning to analyze its consistency and other relevant model properties ("assertions as specifications in advance of code" [Hoa03, p. 66]). Due to the flexibility of the language of ASMs, such properties can be formulated in application-oriented or traditional mathematical terms, still free from any further burden and restriction that typically derive from additional concerns about a formalization in a specific logic language underlying a proof calculus one may want to use for logical deduction purposes. The ASM framework also allows one to apply assertion-based techniques to abstract state-based run-time models; this combination of so-called declarative or property-based (static logical) and operational (run-time and state-based) methods avoids the straitjacket of purely axiomatic descriptions. In fact to ASMs one can apply whatever reasoning means are appropriate, ranging from intuitive considerations to formalized mechanically checkable proofs within a specific logic calculus. The mathematical framework into which ASMs are embedded does not limit the verification space to check the CoCoCo-properties, neither by Gödel incompleteness nor by state explosion or similar insufficient-computing-power phenomena. It is important for the practical success of the ASM method that it advocates a systematic separation of concerns, in particular to separate design from verification and within verification different degrees of detailing justification chains.
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• The validation problem is solved by the operational pseudo-code character of ASMs, which come with a standard notion of process, computation or run. Simulations of ground models are used in proofs of runtime properties and supported by various tools that make large classes of ASMs prototypically executable, see Sect. 4 or the survey [BS03, Chpa. 8].
• Using ASMs for modelling allows one to construct models that can be shown to possess the three basic methodological ground model properties. In fact, ASM ground models can be tailored to the required degree of precision and minimality by the possibility the language of ASMs-essentially the language of mathematics-offers to fine-tune the description of the objects of discourse and their transformations (the "data types") to the intrinsic abstraction level of the application, without a priori concern about their executable encoding (which remains a matter of further refinements, see Sect. 3). As pointed out above, ASMs have a precise semantical foundation, which covers also non-determinism and concurrent execution and provides a scientific basis for a rigorous analysis and understanding of ASMs as (possibly distributed) pseudo-code. ASM ground models allow one to achieve conciseness mainly by avoiding any extraneous encoding and by reflecting "directly", through the abstractions, the relevant structure discerned in the real-world problem.
Furthermore, the abstract character of ASM ground models can be exploited to guide the user in the application-domain-driven selection of test cases, exhibiting in the specification the relevant environment parts and the properties to be checked, showing how to derive (specify or generate) test cases from use cases. The mathematical character of ASMs allows one to also evaluate the test coverage of thus defined test cases. The operational character of ASMs supports defining in abstract run-time terms the expected system effect on samples-the oracle definition which can be used for static testing, where the code is inspected and compared to the specification, but also for dynamic testing where the execution results are compared. In particular in this way one can integrate into the ASM method powerful verification techniques for automating the test case generation, like model-checking, SAT solvers and constraint satisfaction algorithms.
17 By appropriately refining the oracle, one can also specify and implement a comparator by determining, for runs of the ground model and the final code, what are the states of interest to be related (spied), the locations of interest to be watched, and when their comparison is considered successful (the test equivalence relation). These features for specifying a comparator, using the knowledge about how the oracle is refined, reflect the ingredients of the general notion of ASM refinements we discuss in Sect. 3.
To provide also some experimental credentials for the statement that the language of ASMs is appropriate as ground model language, we provide in Sect. 4 pointers to some successful applications of ASM ground models for the design and analysis of complex systems and conclude this section with pointers to two examples through which the reader may check our claim. An elementary example, illustrating the construction of ASM ground models out of informal requirements, can be found in [BGR06] and concretely compared to solutions using other modeling frameworks presented in the same book [FH06] . The most advanced publicly accessible real-life case study, which involves all the ground model and refinement capabilities offered by the ASM method, for both design and analysis, is the Jbook [SSB01] . There, ASM ground models are developed for interpreters of Java and of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), including a bytecode verifier, together with a high-level definition of a Java-to-JVM compiler. This compiler, which is proven to be correct for legal and well-typed programs, is refined to a form of certifying compiler by annotating the instructions issued by the compiler with type information that can be used to prove the typability of the generated code [SSB01, Theorem 16.5.1]. This is a mathematically accurate form of Sun's off-device pre-verification (without inlining subroutines) and guarantees at compile time that the generated code will pass the bytecode verifier. Apparently it still represents a challenge for current computer-based theorem proving systems to mechanize such bytecode verification proofs for bytecode compiled from Java programs and to reuse those proofs for the compilation of C# programs to CLR code (see the corresponding refined ASM ground models constructed in [BFGS05, FB05] ). Encouraging examples for computer-based proofs of Java/JVM-subset properties can be found in [BGLC02, Moo03, KN06] .
ASM refinements: management of design decisions, their verification and documentation
Typically there is more than one step to go from a ground model to compilable code. For example often a ground model-the requirements specification-is first enriched to a design specification, which is then implemented by code. ". . . the specification of a large system is not a monolithic text but rather a succession of more and more 234 E. Börger precise mathematical models taking account gradually of the requirements of the future system" [Abr] . The characteristic phenomenon that occurs during this process, which eventually yields the definition of the compilable code, is known as "explosion of 'derived requirements' (the requirements for a particular design solution), caused by the complexity of the solution process" and encountered "when moving from requirements to design" [R.L03, Fact 26]. The numerous and often orthogonal design decisions taken during this process have to be integrated into the link one has to establish between the ground model analysis and the verification of compilable code.
The question is how to link the ground model through the intermediate models to compilable code in such a way that the code verification by the compiler can be traced back to the validation or verification of the ground model and vice versa. This is the role of the classical refinement method [Wir71, Dij72] . We have generalized the underlying refinement concept to ASMs (see [Bör03b] for a recent survey) with the goal to support practical system validation and verification techniques that scale up to complex systems and make changing requirements traceable.
Differently from most refinement concepts in the literature, ASM refinements are not necessarily syntaxdirected but may concern different components which are all affected by some common feature, e.g. security. Nevertheless also particular forms of refinement can be defined which are compositional, for example analogues of the syntax-directed refinement notions of the B-method [Abr96] . ASM refinements allow one to split checking complex detailed properties into a series of simpler checks of more abstract properties and their correct refinement, following the path of design decisions chosen to rigorously link through various levels of abstraction the system architect's view (at the abstraction level of a blueprint) to the programmer's view (at the level of detail of compilable code). In addition, successive ASM refinements provide a systematic code development documentation, which supports design validation (simulation and inspection), reuse and maintenance and includes behavioural information by state-based abstractions, thus leading to "further improvements to quality and functionality of the code . . . by good documentation of the internal interfaces" [Hoa03, p. 66]. The practitioner can use ASM refinements for reasons mentioned already in the previous section for ASM ground models: namely the transition from one to a more refined model, or vice-versa in the case of a reengineering project, can be fine-tuned to the new details one wants to introduce, without being hindered by any notational overhead.
Using a chain of stepwise refined models enhances the designer's activity, in particular when it comes to react to so-called changing requirements. Having stepwise refined models at their disposal enables the designer and the system maintenance expert to exactly localize the "right" level of abstraction where a desired change has to be performed and from where it has to be transferred to the more detailed lower levels. This supports an explicit tracing of requirements changes from the ground model to code, in a particularly simple way when the changes are purely incremental so that they can be captured by conservative model extensions. Purely incremental requirements changes give rise to multiple ground models, each one reflecting one set of requirements. "Freezing" a set of requirements in one model does not prevent changing that set and formalizing it by a refined ground model as more desired details become visible. This is the place where the ideas about "regression verification" proposed in [SG] can be used. A good refinement strategy aims in particular at encapsulating orthogonal features, which can be added incrementally to models in different ways. Therefore a sequence of successive changes down to executable code, triggered by changing a particular feature at a specific level of abstraction, does not produce extraneous additional work but is nothing else than introducing all the details which are needed anyway, however in fully documented single steps rather than in one fell swoop. This makes it easier to understand the changed implementation details and to control their effect on the entire system.
As observed in [Abr] , collections of models at different refinement levels can be exploited also for an efficient composition of large systems, namely by selecting the models that are appropriate for the needed software system features, possibly adapting them by refining them further or implementing them in a particular programming language, with tools and theories that suit these features and facilitate their verification along the lines of the model composition. An example from the area of programming languages is found in the incremental development of models for Java and the JVM in orthogonal layers (see [SSB01] ), similarly for C# and the .NET CLR (see [BFGS05, FB06] ), supporting instruction-wise descriptions of individual programming constructs one can put together as needed for a language definition; see also [BS04] where interpreters for Java and C# are derived by instantiating a general scheme for the interpretation of object-oriented language features. Such a component-wise system definition also supports verifiable definitions of the structure and the semantical content of managed code, moving away from the classical static compile-link-run model of language semantics to where meta-programming, generative programming and multistage programming are leading, namely to work with VM-based (interpreted or compiled) managed code and managed execution. Programs are composed and generated from separately definable code patterns, code fragments written in different languages and/or components according to directives expressed through metadata, instantiating a general problem solution to particular cases of the problem. We now briefly explain the definition of the ASM refinement scheme.
ASM refinement scheme
In choosing how to refine an ASM M to an ASM M * , one has the freedom to define the following items, as illustrated by are the corresponding states of interest. They represent the end points of the corresponding computation segments (those of interest) in Fig. 1 , for which the equivalence is defined in terms of a relation between their corresponding locations (those of interest). The scheme shows that an ASM refinement allows one to combine in a natural way a change of the signature (through the definition of states and of their correspondence, of corresponding locations and of the equivalence of data) with a change of the control (defining the "flow of operations" appearing in the corresponding computation segments), thus integrating declarative and operational techniques and classical modularization concepts.
This refinement definition taken from [Bör03b] generalizes other more restricted refinement notions in the literature, as analysed in [Sch01a, Sch05] , and scales to the controlled and well documented development of large 236 E. Börger systems. In particular it supports modularizing ASM refinement correctness proofs aimed at mechanizable proof support, see [Sch01a, SSB01, BD96, BR95] .
Some work done using the ASM method
The proposal to use Abstract State Machines (a) as precise mathematical form of ground models and (b) for a generalization of Wirth's and Dijkstra's classical refinement method [Wir71, Dij72] to a practical framework supporting a systematic separation, structuring and documentation of orthogonal design decisions goes back to [Bör90a, Bör90b, Bör94] . It was used there to define what became the ISO standard of Prolog [BD90] . Since then numerous case studies provided ground models for various industrial standards, e.g. for the forthcoming standard of the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services [RFV06] , for the ITU-T standard for SDL-2000 [GGP03] , for the de facto standard for Java and the Java Virtual Machine [SSB01] , the ECMA standard for C# and the .NET CLR [BFGS05, SB04, FB06] , the IEEE-VHDL93 standard [BGM94] . The ASM refinement method [Bör03b] has been used in various ASM-based design and verification projects surveyed in [Bör02] .
The ASM method has been linked to a multitude of analysis methods, in terms of both experimental validation of models and mathematical verification of their properties. The validation (testing) of ASM models can be obtained by the simulation of ASM runs, which is supported by numerous tools to mechanically execute ASMs (ASM Workbench [Del01] , AsmGofer [Scha] , an Asm2C++ compiler [Sch01b] 
). The verification of ASM properties has been performed using justification techniques ranging from proof sketches [BM97b] over traditional [BD96, BM97a] or formalized mathematical proofs [SN01, NS03] 
A research challenge and some milestones ahead
The main goal we propose is to lift Hoare's challenge from program verification to a discipline of verifiable system development. This implies the development of an integrated tool support for hierarchies of verifiable and validatable model refinement patterns, which link in a provably correct and modular way the application-content of systems, as defined by ground models, to verifiable compilable programs. We think about extensions and enhancements of the currently available model development and analysis tools, targeted at combining in one project the definition of abstract models and their stepwise refinements to compilable code with their simulation and verifications of their properties. This overall goal splits into various subgoals for the generation, verification and validation of ground models and their refinements.
A refinement generator milestone consists in defining practical model refinement schemes (refinement patterns), which capture established programming knowledge, together with justifications of their correctness. Refinement steps that can be automated are to be expected typically in domain-specific applications (see the discussion of refinement generators in [Abr, Smi] ). Where the refinement process is highly creative, interactive schemes can still be helpful to guide the refinement process by a combination of user-insight and mechanized tactics. In particular, these refinement schemes should allow the verifier to turn model properties into software interface assertions comprising behavioural component aspects, to be used where state-based run-time features are crucial for a satisfactory semantically founded correctness notion for code. 18 An example for a concrete subgoal of the refinement method milestone are the stateful specifications for Java libraries advocated in [Alu] .
A refinement verifier milestone is to enhance current logical or computer-based verification systems by means to prove the correctness of ASM refinement steps, building upon and extending the work surveyed in [BS03, Ch.9]. A first step could consist in linking ASMs to Event-B [Abr03, Abr04] along the lines of [Bör06] , so that the B verification tool set can be exploited to verify properties of ASMs and in particular the correctness of ASM refinement steps.
A refinement validator milestone consists in linking the refinement of ground models to ASM execution tools to make the generation and systematic comparison of corresponding test runs of abstract and refined machines possible. In particular relating system and unit level test results should be supported by this enhancement of ASM execution tools.
A ground model pattern milestone consists in collecting patterns of frequently occurring model schemes, raising the level of abstraction at which popular programming and design patterns are defined. Useful ground model patterns are to be expected in domain-specific applications, as became visible for process interaction schemes [BB05] and web service mediation [ABFL06] .
A runtime verifier milestone consists in instrumenting current high-level model execution tools (e.g. interpreters for ASMs or event-B models or model checkers for TLA+ models, for more see [HG] ) to monitor the truth of selected properties at runtime, enabling in particular the exploration of ground models to detect undesired or hidden effects or missing behaviour.
A re-engineering method milestone is to define methods to extract ground models from legacy code as basis for analysis (and re-implementation where possible), as done for a middle-size industrial case study in [BPS00] .
A system certification milestone is to integrate ground model validation and analysis into industrial system certification processes, to formulate the technical content of software reliability for embedded systems. This effort can build upon the use that has been made of ASM ground models to formulate industrial standards mentioned in Sect. 4.
A verified compiler milestone is to verify the verifying compiler itself by extending the work of the Verifix [GDG + 96] project to build proven to be correct compilers for a variety of real-life languages and target machines, where ASM ground models were used to describe the underlying real-life machines to run compilers. For recent work on compiler certification, guaranteeing that the safety properties proved on source code hold for the executable compiled code as well, see [Ler06] . Such work presupposes in particular rigorous models for the semantics of the underlying source and target program languages.
This list is not exhaustive. There are more problems to be solved, in particular on the requirements engineering side, where the major question is how to turn requirements into rigorous ground models. The literature contains promising examples of application-domain specific approaches to be integrated here, e.g. the SCR method [Hei99] or the Requirements State Machine technique defined in [Lev00] , which relates process-control systems to methods for checking a set of criteria identifying missing (as well as incorrect or ambiguous) requirements.
Concluding remark
Our proposal to lift Hoare's program verifier challenge [Hoa03, HM] from compilable code to the set of all system development products-including in particular the ground models resulting from the requirements capture, all the intermediate refined models resulting from further design and the compilable code-goes in the same direction as Abrial's proposal of a System Construction Database that "can be used not only to store future software components but also, more importantly, their various abstract, and later refined, mathematical models . . . Specification, and design, and corresponding tools, are put together with implementation and corresponding tools. In this respect, the System Construction Database contains the on-going design history of the software construction." [Abr] .
One reviewer asked what the advantages of the ASM method are over other approaches, whether it is "just a difference of notation" or whether there are "fundamental advantages". We do not claim any exclusivity for the ASM method and instead advocate the use of coherent combinations of whatever rigorous practical methods can be of help to build provably reliable software. In this perspective, the conceptual simplicity of ASMs as FSMs updating arbitrary locations (read: general states), coupled to the use of standard algorithmic notation, constitutes a practical advantage: it makes ASMs understandable for application-domain experts and familiar to every software practitioner, thus supporting the mediation role ground models play for linking in an objectively checkable way informal requirements (read: natural-language descriptions of real-world phenomena) to mathematical models preceding compilable code. Also Event-B [Abr03, Abr04] programs, a sublanguage of B [Abr96] , share this simplicity. In fact they can be defined by a class of basic ASMs [Bör06] . A further practical advantage of the ASM method is that it offers an open but coherent conceptual framework that allows designers, programmers, verifiers and testers
• to exploit the abstraction/refinement pair for a systematic separation of different concerns, like requirements capture, specification, design, coding, model and code maintenance and reuse, validation (testing, inspection), verification, etc., • to use any fruitful combination of whatever precise techniques are available-whether or not formalized within a specific logic or programming language or tool-to define, experimentally validate and mathematically verify a series of accurate system models leading to compilable code. This feature is crucial for a wide-spectrum method as well as for an accurate integration of system design with verification tools (see [dMOR + ]), • to objectively document the system design and analysis activities of each stakeholder in such a way that newcomers can gain a complete and correct understanding of the system and of its implementation by studying this information.
In conclusion, the ASM method represents a solid basis for a practical verified-programs project that scales to systems of industrial size.
